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ABSTRACT 
Mutual relations between the Hankel, Toeplitz, Bkzout, and Loewner matrices as 
well as further connections to rational interpolation and projective geometry are 
investigated. 
INTRODUCTION 
We intend to give a survey of known results as well as to add a few new 
results on mutual relations between the classes of Hankel, Toeplitz, Bezout, 
and Loewner matrices, as well as mentioning connections with other fields 
such as rational interpolation, reciprocal differences, and the generalization of 
the Poncelet theorem of projective geometry. 
1. HANKEL, TOEPLITZ, AND BEZOUT MATRICES 
As is well known, Hankel matrices [S] are square matrices of the form 
((Y~+~), i, k = 0,. . . ,n - 1, where aa, (ri, . . . , osn_s are, as we shall always 
assume, complex numbers. Toeplitz matrices of order n have the form (T~_~), 
i,k=O,..., n-l, where T_(“_~),...,T_~,~~,T~,...,~,_~ are again complex. 
There are obvious relations between the two classes: 
THEOREM 1, Let J be the n X ?x m&ix 
10 0 *** 0 l\ 
1 0 
J= “..P..::: . . . . . . * 
\l 0 --- 0 0, 
Then A is Hankel iff AJ is Toqditz (ur iff IA is Toeplitz). 
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The Bezout matrices, also called Bezoutians [9], are characterized as 
square matrices, say B, for which there exists a pair of (complex) polynomials 
f(r), g(x) with max(deg f, deg g ) = n, the order of B, such that for 
x=(1,x ,.*., xq, Y=(l,y ,...) yn-i)r, (I) 
we have 
xTfjy= fbk(Y) - f(Ykb) 
X-Y 
(2) 
(the right-hand side is indeed a polynomial in x and y). 
As is well known, det B is the Bezout form of the resultant of the 
polynomials f and g. Consequently: 
THEOREM 2. The B&outiun B is nonsingulur ifi the polynomials f and g 
are relatively prime. Moreover, if we denote the corre-sponding B in (2) as 
B(f,g), wehe 
B(af+pg,yf+6g)=(a6_By)B(f,g). (3) 
In the sequel, Vandermonde matrices will be of basic importance. For 
complex t,,...,t,, the Vandermonde matrix V(t) [or, more precisely, 
v(t l,...,tn)] is the square matrix 
v(t) = (ti”), i=l ,***, n, k=O,...,n-1 
= ( 1 t, *a * q-1 .a,.... . . . . . . . . 1 t, e-0 q-1 i 
As is well known, 
detV(t)= Ickcn(tl-tt)* . . 
(4 
(5) 
THEOREM 3. The matrix V(t) is nonsingular iff t,, . , . , t,, are mutually 
distinct. Moreover, if 
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W(t)X = (fi(x)>...J&))T9 (7) 
then 
w(t)V’(t) = D(t) = diag(f,(t,),...,f,(t”)). (8) 
Consequently, if t,, . . . , t,, are distinct, 
[v(t)] -l =Wyt)D-yt). (9) 
In the next theorem, which comprises ome known and some new facts 
about the Hankel and B6zout matrices, we shall need some notation. 
If H=(hi+k), i,k=O ,..., n - 1, is Hankel, then we denote by fi the 
(n - l)X(n + 1) matrix 
fi= (hi+k)S i=O ,..., n-2, k=O ,..., n, 00) 
and by [H] the row vector 
If f(x)=&++fix+ .*. +fnx”, then 
[fln=(foJb*..~AY~ (12) 
’ 0 f, 0 *** 0 1 
C,(f)= .I.. * * .;. . . *;. . A:*:. . . . ;. . . 03) 
-fo -_6 -.I$ **. -i-1, 
In (12) and (13), f, may also be zero. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be a rwnsingulur n x n complex matrix; let f, g be 
relatively prime polynomials in one variable such that max(deg f, deg g) = n. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A is Hunkel and (using the notation (lo), (12)) 
A[fl.=O, &&=O; 
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(ii) A is Hunkel and (using the notation (11)) 
(iii> for C,(f) fim (13) 
AC,?(f) = Cn(P)As AC,?(g) = C,,(g)A; 
(iv) whenever a, /3 are numbers for which af(x)+ /3g(x) has n simple 
roots t,,..., n, t then 
A=VT(t)CV(t) (14 
for some diagonal matrix C; equivalently, if C = diag(c,), then A = (cQ+~) 
and 
as = Cc,t,S, s=o ,...,2n - 2; (15) 
i 
(v) A is Hankel: A=(ai+k), i,k=O,...,n-1, and there exist numbers 
p1 + 0, p2 # 0, El, t2 (maybe infinite), & # t2, such that 
f(x)=p,A(d'& g(x)=p,A(dz)~ 
where 
A(x,t)=del 
\ 
a0 a1 *-* %I-2 an-1 1 
a1 a2 ‘0. a,-1 an x 
..*..........,*............s... 
(16) 
a,_1 a, .** 0L2n-3 azn-2 
,p-1 
an an+1 -0. azn-2 E xn, 
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if 5 is finite and 
a0 a1 *-* a,-2 1 \ 
a1 a2 **’ ‘h-1 x ; w> . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.......a 
a,_, a, *** a2n-3 x 
n-l 
/ 
(vi) whenewr a, p, y, 6 are numbers fM which h(x)= af(x)+ fig(x) has 
nsimpbroots,say t, ,..., t,,andas-#?y#O, then 
A = &(t)M-‘V(t) (17) 
forsomea#O,whereM=diag(m,)with 
mi= [yf(tj)+bg(tj)]iI]!(tj-tl). i=1,‘*‘9n; (18) 
(vii) there exist numbers a, j3, y, S such that h(x) 3 af(x)+ fig(x) has n 
simple roots t 1,...,t,, a&-/3y#O, and 
A =VT(t)M-‘V(t), 
where M = diag(m,), m, jidfilling (18); 
(viii) there exkts a p # 0 such that (B( f, g) defined in (2)) 
A--’ = PB(f9 g). 
Proof. We shall prove that (i) + (ii) 4 (iii) + (iv) -+ (v) + (i), (iv) + (vi) 
--t (vii) 3 (viii) --, (iv). 
(i) + (ii): Immediate. 
(ii) + (iii): Since A = (ai+k) is Hankel, 
fG-(f) 
i 
alA a2fn *_ an- If, - (wi + * * * + an-Al) 
= a2fn a3fn a** a,.& - (ah + . * * + a,_Ll) 
. . . . . . . . . ..*...........*..........*............ 
anfn an+lfn - a2n-2fn -(an-Go+ *.* +a2n-2fn-l) 
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By (ii), ACT(f) is symmetric, so that 
AC:(f) = C,,(f)AT 
= Cn(f)A. 
Similarly for g. 
(iii) + (iv): Suppose (iii). For some (Y, t9, let h(x) = (rf(x)+ pg(x) have n 
simple roots t,, . . . , t,,. Then, h, # 0 being the coefficient at x” in h(x), 
C,(h)V(t) = h,V(t)D 09) 
where D = diag(t,). Therefore, using (19) twice, 
D[V’(t)] -‘A[V(t)] -‘=h,“[Vr(r)] -“C,(h)A[V(T)] -’ 
=h,+‘r(t)] -‘AC,T(h)[V(t)] -’ 
= [V’(t)] -‘A[V(t)] -ID. 
Since D is diagonal with distinct diagonal entries, C = [ V r( t )) - ‘A( V( t )] - ’ 
is again diagonal and (14) holds. (15) is equivalent with (14). 
(iv) + (v): To prove this, let us state a simple lemma the proof of which is 
left to the reader: 
LEMMA 5. Zf f(x) and g(x) are relatively prime complex polyrwmials 
with max(deg f,degg)= n > 1, then there exi.sts a number (and even an 
infinite number of such) A for which f(x)+ hg(x) has n simple roots. 
Let hi = f + h,g, i = 1,2, A, # X,, be polynomials each of which having n 
simple roots, let t,, . . . , t,, be the roots of h,. By (iv), A is Hankel, A = ((Y~+~) 
where (15) holds. Set 
?ji = 5 c&“-l. 
i=l 
It is easy to check that A(x, vi) = 0 for x = t,, , . . , tn. Consequently 
f + X,g = ~lA(x, d for some ri Z 0. 
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Similarly, 
Thus g has the asserted form with $s finite if or # 7s and infinite if To = ra. 
Similarly for $ 
(v)*(i): Fork =O,..., n - 2, the kth component of A[ f] n is obtained by 
substituting (Y~+~, (~~+~__r,.. .,ok+r,ok for x”, x”-l,... ,x, 1 into f(x). There- 
fore, (v) implies, if .$r is finite, 
I 
oa **. a,-2 a,_1 (Yk 
(d[f],,)k=Prdet ol *” ‘h-1 %I ak+l , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * 
a, *** a2n-2 61 ak+n I 
which is zero. The same is true if [r is infinite. Similarly, d[g], = 0. 
(iv) + (vi): We know that under the assumptions of (iv), (14) holds, where 
trr..., t, are the (simple) roots of h(x) and C = diag(c,). To prove that (I # 0 
exists for which 
ci = am;‘, i=l ,.*.,n, (20) 
where m, is defined in (18), we shah use the fact that by the proved 
equivalence of (iv) with (ii), 
PI 
k0 
kl 
h 
0 
0 
0 
k0 
k”_ 
k* 
0 
. . . 
1 
. . . 
. . . 
0’ 
0 
= 0, 
in, 
(21) 
where k(x) ( = k, + k,x + -. . + k,x”) = yf(x)+ 6g(x) and [A] is defined 
in (11). 
By the equivalence of (14) and (15), 
[A] +, ,..., cn) : . .I!. . : :‘. . .;.?;; . . . 
n n 
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so that (21) implies 
Since every solution of 
has the form 
we obtain (20). Here, u # 0, since A is nonsingular. 
(vi) --* (vii): Follows easily using Lemma 5. 
(vii) + (viii): By Theorem 2, it suffices to prove this implication under the 
assumption that (Y = 1, S # 0, p = y = 0. Thus let t,, . . . , t, be simple roots of f; 
let A satisfy (17) for u = 1 and (18). 
Consequently, X and Y being defined as in (l), we have by (9) 
XTA-‘Y=XT[V(t)] -h4[VT(t)] -‘Y 
= XTWT(t)D-%D~lW(t)Y 
for D=diag($(ti)),$(x)=IIj+i(x-tj). Thus 
Since mi = g(t,)/x( ti), we have 
XTA-‘Y= k $(x)X(y)$$. 
i=l I 1 
(22) 
(23) 
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On the other hand, if we express 
g(x) = Yoftx)+ I? YifI(4~ 
i=l 
which is always possible, we obtain by setting x = ti 
Then 
XTB(.f>g)y= flYiX’B(f,$)Y* 
i=l 
However, f(x) = T( x - t,)x( x), 7 # 0, so that 
XTB(f f)y = f(MY) - ftYM4 
3 I 
X-Y 
Thus 
Comparing this with (23) yields (viii). 
(viii)-+(iv): Let A-‘=pB(f,g), p#O. Let h(z)= cxf(x)+pg(x> have 
simple roots t,, . . . , tn. W.l.0.g. we can assume /3 = 0. 
BY (24), 
XTA-'Y=p i A(x)f(y)$$. 
i=l 1 I 
Going back from (23) to (22), we obtain 
XTA-‘Y=XT[V(t)] +[VT(t)] -’ 
with M diagonal nonsingular. 
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Consequently, A = V r( t )M- ‘V( t ) with M- ’ diagonal. The proof is com- 
plete. n 
REMARK. One can easily show that for a nonsingular n X n Hankel 
matrix A the linear space of polynomials f of degree at most n satisfying 
d [ f] n = 0 has dimension 2. Moreover, any two linearly independent poly- 
nomials in this space are relatively prime. We shall call a pencil cuf + @g of 
polynomials a proper n-pencil if the maximum degree is n and if some two 
(and then any two linearly independent) polynomials are relatively prime. 
By Theorem 2 and (viii) of Theorem 4, the following corollaries hold: 
COROLLARY 6. There is a on&o-one correspondence between the class of 
nonzero multiples of a nonsingulur n X n Hankel matrix and proper n-pencils 
of polylwmiuls. 
COROLLARY 7 (Lander [lo]). Th e inverse of a rumsingular Hankel matrix 
is a B&out matrix and conversely. 
COROLLARY 8. A nonsingular matrix B is a B&out matrix corresponding 
to linearly independent polynomials f, g (i.e. B = XB( f, g)) iff both 
BCn(f) = C,‘(f )B, F,(g) = C,T(g)B 
are filfilled. 
Corollary 7 has a practical application (Trench [ 131, Gohberg and Krupnik 
[6]), that for obtaining the inverse of a Hankel matrix A it suffices to solve just 
two linear systems with the matrix A. We present here a formula which is 
always applicable (it does not contain division) and whose Toeplitz equivalent 
is due to Heinig and Rost [8]. 
THEOREMS. LetA=(ai+k),i,k=O,...,n-l, beanonsingulurHanke1 
matrix. Letu=(u, ,..., u,_~)~,v=(v~ ,..., ~,_,)~besolutionsof 
Au=p, Av=q, 
where 
p=(a nr...,(Y2”_2’O)T, 9=(0,0 )...) 0,1y. 
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A-’ = B(f, g) 
n-1 n-1 
f(x)= xn- c u#, g(x)= c v$. 
i=O i=O 
In other word.s, 
, 
*1 v2 **a 
\ 
*n-1 0 ( 
UO u1 ... q-1 
A-l= ?. . ... . . 3. :::. . .‘. . . . .9 0 u() q-2 
vn_1 0 *** 0 b.. .&. .*.. :. . 
0 0 ..* 0 \ 
&. * 
1% u2 ... U”_l 
u2 ug e.0 - . . . . . . . . . . . ..I.. 
q-1 -1 ... 
-t_% [;..;;.~;;..ZJ. 
\-1 0 ... 0 o/ 
Hankel matrices have also a close connection with a generalization of the 
classical Poncelet theorem of projective geometry [3]: 
THEOREM 10. Let C be the rational normal curve in the projective 
(n-l>space P,_l (x0,..., x,_ 1 being projective coordinates in P,, _ 1) 
x0 = to”-‘, Xl = t;-2tl,..., x,_l = t;-‘, 
or, in the nonhomogeneous form, considering infinity as a choice of the 
parameter t, 
x0 = 1, x,=t,..., x,_l = tn-‘. 
Then the matrix A = (aik) of a dual non-singular quadric Q = C~,~~,ai,Ji.& 
= 0 is Hankel iff there exists an (n - l>simplex all of whose n vertices are 
points of C and which is polar with respect to Q (i.e., the polar hyperplane of 
each vertex with respect to Q passes through the remaining n - 1 vertices). 
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Proof Let A-’ = (qk) be the inverse of A; let t,, . . . , t,, be the nonhomo 
geneous parameters of vertices of such a simplex Z as points of C. Then the 
polarity of Z yields 
n-1 
c aiktkt; = 0 forall r,s, r#s. (25) 
i,k=O 
This means that the matrix 
L =V(t)A-‘VT(t) 
is diagonal, so that 
A=VT(t)L-‘V(t) (26) 
is Hankel. 
Conversely, if A is Hankel, then there exists an n-tuple t,, . . . , t, and a 
diagonal nonsingular matrix L such that (26) holds. But then (25) implies the 
corresponding (n - l)-simplex is polar with respect to Q. n 
Theorem 4 has then the following generalization of the Poncelet theorem 
as its corollary: 
COROLLARY 11. Zf there is one (n - l>simplex inscribed in a rational 
normal curve in a projective (n - I)-space and polar with respect to a 
nonsingular quadric Q, then there exist infinitely many such simplices. 
2. LOEWNER MATRICES 
IJet Y l,...,Ynr Zl,.“, z, be fixed distinct complex numbers. We shall 
denote by Z( y, z) the set of all n X n matrices of the form 
where cl,. . . ,c,, d,, . . . , d, are complex numbers, and call such matrices 
Loewner matrices [2, 111. Belevitch [l] speaks of DD-matrices. 
Matrices in 9( y, z) form clearly a linear subspace in the space of all 
complex n x n matrices. Its dimension is 2n - 1, since addition of a constant 
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to all 2n parameters ci, d j leads to the same Loewner matrix. The set of all 
n X n Hankel matrices also forms a linear subspace with dimension 2n - 1. 
The relation between the Hankel and Loewner matrices is, however, even 
closer. In the following theorem, which we shall present without proof [l, 41, 
we shall use the notation of (4)-(8). Moreover, we shall denote by V(Y, z) the 
2n x2n Vandermonde matrix V(Yl,. . . ,y,, x1,. . . ,z,,), and similarly for 
WY> z)* 
THEOREM 12. Let A = ((Y~+~), i, k = 0,. . . ,n - 1, be a Hankel matrix. 
Then 
L = W(y)AW+) (27) 
i.s a Loewner matrix in Z(y, n) whose parameters cl,. . . , R, c d 1,. . . ,d, are 
given (up to an a&tray additive constant 5) by 
c=(cl ,..., c,)‘, d=(d,,...,d/-. (28) 
\ 5 , 
Conversely, if L E Z( y, x) corresponds to ci, d j, then 
A= [W(y)] -lLIWT(z)] -’ 
=v’(y)o-‘(y)LlI-‘(z)v(x) 
is a Hankel matrix: A = ((Y~+~), i, k = 0,. . . , n - 1, where for some .& 
a2n-2 
=%I, z)A-‘( a), 
\ 5 / 
A= WYMY) 0 
i 0 1 %)Gtd ’ 
H(Y)=~N(~(Y~)), G(z)=diag(g(zi)), 
g(x>=EI<x-Yi)9 h(x) = n(x - q). 
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REMARI<. It can be shown that a completely analogous theorem holds if 
A (and L) are not square matrices. 
As is well known, the Cauchy interpolation problem in the simplest case 
means, given mutually distinct (complex) numbers xc,. . . ,x2” and (complex) 
numbers fo,. . . ,fi,, to find polynomials P(x), Q(x) of degree at most n such 
that [@xi) # 0 and] 
#=f;, i=O ,...,2n. 
1 
To show the connection with the Loewner matrices, let us first say that a 
2n-tuple of points (~,,fi),...,(xs~,&) is nonsingular if the 2n x2n matrix 
E(x,f)=(l,xi,...,xy-‘,~,~xi,.,.,f;-x1P-’) (2% 
(its ith row is written here) is nonsingular. The following theorem is essen- 
tially due to Loewner [ 111; we shall present a short proof via the Schur 
complement [7] :
THEOREM 13. ,!,et yl,. . . , y,,, q,. , . ,x, be distinct; then the en-tupk 
(yl, cl) ,..., (y,, c,,),(zl,dl),...,(n,, d,) is mkqwlm iff the LJWUW ma- 
t& ((ci - dj)/(yi - xi)) is nonsingular. 
Proof. Since the corresponding matrix E can be written as 
E= V(Y) CV(Y> 
i 
VW m4 i 
with C = diag(c,), D = diag(d,), E is nonsingular 
[ E/V( y )] is nonsingular. However, 
iff the Schur complement 
[W’(Y)] = DV(+v(z)[v(~)l -V(Y) 
= -V(z)[V(y)] -‘H(y)L[wT(z)] -l, 
where 
ad H(y)=diag(h(y,)), h(x)=Il(x - ni). The result follows. 
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THEOREM 14. Let yO, yl,. . . ,y,, zl,. . .,x, be mutually distinct complex 
numbers. Let c O,...,c,,,d l,...,d, be complex numbers; let P(x),Q(x) be 
relatively prime polynomials with maximum degree n. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) Q(yi)#O,i=O,...,n, Q(~~)#O,j=l,...,n,and 
‘(Yi) 
C’=Q(yi)’ 
‘tzj) 
dj = Q(zj) forthesei, j. 
(ii) The polywmi4zl 
with 
( 
c-d. 
R(x) = det K y g,(X) 
I I 
gi(x)=k~Otx-Yk) 
k#i 
i.3 mW0, and Wither yi tu)T “j is ItS P’OOt fOr i=O,...,n, j=l,..,, n; 
moreover, 
Q(x) = PW, 
P(x) = pdet 
ci - dj 
-9 cigi(x) 
Yi - zj 
forsomepf0. 
(iii) All 2n-tuples obtained from 
by deleting one of them are non&g&r; mureover, if we denote 
E,(x)=det _f 
t-1 
, 
1 
E,(x) = det 
90 
where 
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- i 
1 yi *. . y: ci 
E= 1 Zj . . . 
ciyi *.* 
q’ dj djzj .‘. 
i=O ,***, n, j=l,..., n, 
x,=(1,x ,..., x”,O )..., o), x,=(0,0 )...) 0,1,x )...) P), 
then 
EB(Yi)#O, E,(xj)fO> i=O ,***> n, j=l,..., n, (30) 
E,(Yi)+CiE,(Yi)=O, E,(zj)+djE,(zj) = 0, (31) 
P(x)=aE,(r), Q(x)= -aE,(x) forsome a#O. (32) 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Since P, Q are relatively prime (i) implies that the 
matrix 
P(Yi)Q(xj)-‘(zj)Q(Yi) 
i=O ,**., n, 
Yi - zj 
j=l,..., 12, i#r, 
is nonsingular, since it is of the form 
by Theorem 3. Thus all the matrices obtained from the (n + 1)X n matrix 
((ci - d j)/(yi - zj)) by deleting one row are nonsingular. It follows that R(x) 
is a nonzero polynomial and does not have root yi, i = 0,. . . , n. 
Let us show now that for some p # 0, R(x) = pdet(A, X), where A = 
(c~,+~),i=O ,..,, n, k=l,..., n,X=(l,x ,..., x”)T,and 
with a similar notation to (28). Indeed, defining A by (28), we have by (27) 
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(for the rectangular case) 
= W(y)(A, X)( w;“) ;). 
Thus R(x) = pdet(A, X) for p = det W(y)det W’(z) # 0. 
It follows from this observation that R(x) changes only by a nonzero 
factor if we exchange, for k E { 1,. . . , n }, zk and y0 and simultaneously d k and 
c,. Since y0 was proved not to be a root of R(x), the same is true of zk, 
k=l,...,n. 
Let us show that R(x) and S(x) defined by 
S(x) = det 
ci -dj 
-Tcigi(x) 
Yi - zj 
satisfy 
‘(Yi) _ c, '('j) _d 
-- 
R(Yi) ” R(nj) 
i’ i=O ,...I 12, j=l,..., 72. 
This is clear in the first case. For proving the second, observe that 
R(G) = - &,)det 
i 
while 
so that 
which is zero. 
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It follows that R(x)P(x)- S(x)Q(x) is divisible by llr+,(x - yi)lJ;=,(x 
- zj) and is thus zero. Since P(x) and Q(x) are relatively prime and their 
maximum degree is n, the assertion follows. 
(ii) + (iii): As we have seen, R(x) is a multiple of det(A, X), where A is 
defined independently of the choice of the 2n-tuple of the 2n + 1 pairs 
(y,, ci),(zj, dj). By (ii), the matrix 
is nonsingular. Theorem 13 implies that the 2n-tuple obtained by deleting 
(y,,, co) is nonsingular. The above mentioned independence of R(x) yields 
then the same for the remaining en-triples. 
Now, an easy application of determinantal rules gives 
Ed y. > = det 
1 y, * *. y; 0 . . . 0 
1 yi . . . y; ci *.* ciYF 
1 Zj *** q dj ‘.. djz; 
0 0 *** 0 1 ... yo” 
’ 1 yi . . . y: ci *. * 
E,(~oo)=codet 1 z, . . . ! zi” dj .‘. 1 y; . . . yo” 0 . . . 
Thus 
Ed~o)+coE,(~o)=O. (33) 
To show that E,( yo) # 0, observe that subtracting from the kth column the 
(lyo)tuple of the (k-1)th column for k=2n+1,2n,...,n+3,n+ 
3 , . . . ,2 yields easily 
E~(Y~)=(--l)“fI (Yi-Yo) I? (zj-Yo)detM, 
i=l j=l 
where M is the matrix (29) for the remaining 2n-tuple. Thus E,( yo) # 0, the 
same holds for y,,. . . , yn, zl,. . . , z, and by (33), the same argument as in 
(i) + (ii) completes the proof of (ii) + (iii). 
(iii) + (i): Follows immediately from (30), (31), and (32). W 
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Let us state a theorem which also shows a connection between the 
Loewner and BBzout matrices. 
THEOREM 15. Let u(x), u(x) be polyrwmials, max(deg u, deg v) = n. Let 
L= 
where u(y,) # 0, u(zj) # 0 and 
v(Yi) 
G,=u(yI). 
u(zj) 
dj = - 
u(zj> ’ 
i, j=l ,...,n. (34) 
Then for 
A1=dNt(u(Yi)), AZ = diag( U( Zj)) (35) 
we have 
L = - A,‘V(y)B(u, v)VT(z)A,‘. (36) 
REMAFUL If u(x) has degree n, one can assume that u(x) has degree 
G n - 1. We shaU denote then by L,,, the matrix (34) from ,Ep(y, n), 
The following interesting result is due to Vaviin [14]: 
THEOREM 16. Let u(x), v(x) be relatively prim polynomials, deg u = n, 
deg o G n - 1. Then, D(y), D(z) being defined as in (8) and A,, A, as in 
(35k 
L$ = D-‘(z)A~LT,,,A,D-~(~), 
where w(x) is that (unique) polynomial of degree less than n for which 
u(x)w(x) = g(x)h(x) mod u(x), 
g(x)=n<x-Yi), 
i 
h(x) = n(x - zj). 
j 
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To show that any nonsingular Loewner matrix has the form (34), we shall 
need a lemma. 
LEMMA. Zf(xi,fi), i=l,..., 2n, is a non-singular 2n-tuple, then there 
exists(x,, f,)such thatanyen-tupleofthe2n + 1 points(xj, h), j = 0,...,2n, 
is nonsingular. 
Proof If this were not true, there would exist a (2n - l)-tuple say 
(xi, fi), i = l,..., 2n - 1, such that both 
i 1 x 
-** 
%b)=det Xnpl 0 0 
0.. 
0  
x, 
. . . 
I 
x:-l 5 AXi . . . jg-1 I ’ 
%b)=det l 0 0 ... 0 1 x -*. Xflpl I x, . . . t x:-l ff j& ... @y-l 1 
are identically zero. However, the nonsingularity of the given n-tuple implies 
that 
a contradiction. n 
THEOREM 17. Let (xi, A), i = 1,. . . , 2n, be a 2n-tuple, denoted by S, for 
which xi are mutually distinct. Then the following are are equivalent: 
(i) S is nonsingular; 
(ii) for any decomposition of S into two n-tuples (yi,ci),(zj, dj), i, j = 
1 ,...,n, theLoewnermatrix((ci-dj)/(yi-xj))isnonsingular; 
(iii) there exists a decomposition of S into two n-tuples as in (ii) for which 
the corresponding Loewner matrix is nonsingular; 
(iv) there exist relatively prime polynomials u(x), v(x) with 
max(deg u, deg v) = n such that 
44 fi‘=L 
u(xi) ’ 
i=l ,...,2n. 
Proof. The first three properties are equivalent by Theorem 13. To show 
that (i) + (iv), let (xc, fo) be a point from the lemma. Define E,(x), E,(x) as 
in (iii) of Theorem 14. As was shown in the proof of the implication (ii) + (iii), 
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E,(xi)#Ofori=0,...,2nand 
E,( xi) + &E,( xi) = 0. 
By Theorem 15 and (36), the Bezout matrix B(u, o) for u = E,, v = - E, 
is nonsingular. Thus E,, E, are relatively prime and (iv) is proved. 
(iv) + (iii) follows from Theorem 15. n 
Let us conclude with the remark that there is also a close connection 
between Loewner matrices and reciprocal differences [ 121. This will be shown 
elsewhere. 
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